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The Amber sandal is young, funny and elegant. 

Amber is a proposal for the spring/summer season 2015, it incorporates

our model Athena, appreciated for its versatility and comfort,

with  a new sole that makes it more young and fresh. 

Amber is introduced in the eight most cool colours for next summer,

but it is also available in over 40 diff erent colors.

It is proposed with white stripes or polka dots on the insole,

but any kind of electrostatic image is possible! 

The composition of PVC ensures fl exibility and softness but also resistance,

making this sandal light and safe. The polyurethane sole is soft and elastic.

The sole is slightly raised and this guarantees comfort. 

Amber is 100% Made in Italy.



COMFORT

FASHION

The anatomical sole and the upper which takes the shape of the foot, make this article
particularly comfortable, even when worn for many hours. The sole is fl exible and resistant,

it follows every step and, thanks to its thickness and its elasticity,
it supports the back and reduces the impact with the ground.

Amber is a new concept of sandal: it resumes our beloved Athena, adding a touch of aggressivity 
thanks to new fl exible sole, that is soft but resistant. You will have at your feet

the right fashion touch that will complete your style!



COLOURS

MADE IN ITALY

The wide range of colours that we off er allows you to customize your shoes as you prefer. You 
can have your Amber in any colour of our colour chart, matching with the new white sole, and 

customizing it with original prints on the insole, to make your sandal the one and only!

Our sandals are entirely designed, manufactured and packed in Italy by Henry and Henry ®.
They are made of non-toxic and phthalate-free PVC

in compliance with the safety standards.



STRIPES COLOURS

ORANGE 54 STRIPES
WHITE

AZURE 32 STRIPES
WHITE

BLACK STRIPES
WHITE

RED 17 STRIPES
WHITE

GREEN 47 STRIPES
WHITE

FUCHSIA 65 STRIPES
WHITE

ROYAL 22 STRIPES
WHITE

ORANGE 54 DOTS
WHITE

RED 17 DOTS
WHITE

FUCHSIA 65 DOTS
WHITE

DOTS COLOURS



AZURE 32 DOTS
WHITE

BLACK DOTS
WHITE

GREEN 47 DOTS
WHITE

ROYAL 22 DOTS
WHITE
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